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From: Andy Taylor  
Sent: 09 November 2023 18:13
To: COUTINHO, Claire C <
Subject: Medworth Incinerator EN010110
 
Dear Secretary of State,
 
Call to Refuse Medworth Incinerator EN010110
Incinerators increase carbon emissions and greenhouse gases
Lack of proof of community benefit
 
I writing to ask you to refuse the Medworth Incinerator EN010110 in your role to bring
about Net Zero, because the National Infrastructure Commission is asking the Govt to ban
all future incinerators that do not have plans for carbon capture and storage.  I understand
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you are due to make the decision in November whether to allow this incinerator.
The Medworth Incinerator does not have plans for carbon capture and storage.
 
Also, I do not believe it has been proven what the BENEFIT for the community in and
around the site and the wider area is. Major projects such as these should show a clear
and concise community benefit and I cannot see where this has been proven. I have
followed the proposals, and, if you cut through the propaganda put forward by the
contractor, it is clear there is no real and genuine benefit to the community.
 
Therefore, I believe it is your responsibility to refuse the application, and I hope you will
take this responsibility seriously.
 
Thank you.
 
Sincerely
 

Andrew Taylor
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